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Abstract 
The process of identifying IP addresses belonging to the same 
router is known as Alias resolution and it is a critical step in 
network topology. MIDAR Technique will make this process 
simple. Monotonic ID-Based Alias Resolution provides more 
security to the data when compared to Radar Gun Technique. 
When entreaty grasped by the disseminator, it checks whether the 
tag is unique or variant. If the tag bounced by the entreaty is 
variant then the  TTL (Time to live) is attached with the   and 
handover to the entreaty.TTL is the timestamp attached with the 
tidings. It is used to improve the privacy and caching. When the 
TTL time is attained then  tidings are automatically discarded. If 
the tag bounced by the entreaty is analogous then the pristine tag 
is engendered and then the further process is endured. Probe 
Packet consists of the TTL and also the other information. Probe 
packet consists of entreaty and disseminator tidings and also the 
tidings about where the traffic coming from and when it all 
happens. A complete execution of MIDAR includes five stages 
Estimation, Discovery, Elimination, Corroboration stage and 
Final Alias Inference.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A group of computers that are linked with each other for 
communication purpose and data transfer is known as 
network. A network is established by connecting two or 
more computers and enabling communication and  
exchange of  information within the connected systems. 
Each and every system in the network is known as Node. 
The path in which the data is transferred from one system to 
another system is called as Route. Trace route reveals the 
router interfaces that are present in the route connecting the 
source and destination. Trace route of a network can be 
easily identified by the trace route tools.  The challenge in a 
network is to satisfy the request of the client by responding 
the request that forwarded by the client. The problem is 
what happens when the server get a request from an 
unauthorized user? In this project MIDAR[1] technique is 
implemented to create a unique monotonic tag to 
authenticate the client inside the network. All the available 
alias resolution techniques and their implementations are 

listed[2] , but they are limited in accuracy and coverage, and 
all those tools results in failure when it is implemented for 
millions of IP addresses i.e.,. Internet-wide scale. 
In this paper, we introduce MIDAR, our Monotonic ID-
Based Alias Resolution tool, a Tag-based alias resolution 
technique which produce more privacy for data when 
compared to the existing techniques  Ally[3] and 
RadarGun[4].  The concept of this project is to share files 
inside the network only for the authorized clients. The 
client is allowed to send request to the server by registering 
the client in network and further requests from the 
registered client is authenticated by the server before 
processing the request.  

 
Fig. 1. Working of MIDAR Algorithm 

  

II. FLOW OF MIDAR 

One of the alias resolution technique Mercator 
technique[5] identifies aliases by sending a probe packet, the 
probe packet will be forwarded to a address and the 
response will be obtained from different address. Ally 
identifies the aliases  if probe packets sent to a particular 
address through a path produce correct ordered response 
with IP values. sophisticated graph analysis techniques are 
used by APAR and KAPAR to identify the aliases. 
Combined traceroute[8] graphs are generated from the trace 
route which is used by the DisCarte[6] to find the aliases.   
Similarities in IP ID time series collected from many 
addresses is analysed by the RADARGUN to predict the 
aliases in network. 
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MERLIN sends an IGMP ASK_NEIBHOUR message to 
list the IPv4 multicast-enabled interfaces of a router[10]. 
All the above mentioned alias resolution techniques are 
purely based on IP addresses such as IP of the sender and 
IP of the router through which the request is delivered to 
the server. But in our proposed system we don’t rely on the 
IP values instead of which we going to produce a unique 
tag for all the requests.  

 
Fig. 2.1System Flow 

 
The basic flow of the system is easily summarized in few 
lines. The process begins from the client registration. The 
entire client inside the network needs to register in order to 
carry out the file transmission process. The entire registered 
client will have their own user id, password and 
authentication code for initiating the file transmission. After 
completion of the registration the client will login into the 
network with provided username, password and the 
authentication code. 
After successful authentication of the client inside the 
network the client can send the request to the server for the 
required file, the request will sent in the format Filename  

and separately mentioning the type of file i.e. format of the 
file such as text, image, audio, video etc. After sending the 
request the server session will begin to function. 
The IP address of the sender is noted by the server and the 
request is stored in the database with the appropriate IP 
address. After  this the MIDAR will function automatically 
to generate the unique id for the request. The TAG that 
generated is also stored along the request and IP of the 
sender. 
Now the server will select anyone request check for  the tag 
and if there is no repetition in the tag then the server will 
process the request and transfer the required file to the 
client.  
If any repetition in the tag the server will discard the 
request. 
 

 
Fig. 2.2System Architecture 

III.   MIDAR DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

A. Engendering Viscount ID 
The nodes are created over the LAN .The communication is 
established between those nodes. Viscount ID is 
engendered for each request.  
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Fig.3.1   Entreaty generating ID 

                        
The generation follows MIDAR. The first step will be to 
engender the viscount scripts. After the scripting of 
viscount is successful then the viscount script is renovated 
to jinx decimal and then the jinx decimal is renovated to the 
dualistic format. The Viscount Id will be the generated 
dualistic. 

B. Piecing Establishment 
The number of connections to establish between each pair 
of nodes in a node network .Link is established between 
each and every node for network data communication. 
From the source node to the destination node and 
intermediates node must have connection between source 
node after communicate between combinations of multi 
node each and every node must be link to each other .In 
data transmission, send the message from source node that 
means which type of file size and file extension. 
 

 
Fig. 3.2recieveing the request and  Checking the ID 

 

C. Plaid Viscount ID 
Disseminator receives the file entreated by the entreaty user. 
The disseminator checks for the precise user. The checking 
will be processed by checking the viscount ID. The 
disseminator checks whether the client request processed node 
id equals to the request pending node ID. If not the Request 
will be further processed else the information will be 
forwarded to the entreaty and then steps continued from first. 

 
 Fig. 3.3 Checking the ID and tidings handover 

 

 
 Fig. 3.4 Function  of disseminator 

D. Tidings Handover 
Both the data send node and MIDAR algorithms to 

optimize the network throughput. The source node send all 
type of file, then select the File type and File Name. Data 
send from source node to destination node over the 
network. As well as data must be send from Disseminator 
node to Entreaty node automatically. Data send from source 
node to destination node in multiple paths using MIDAR 
algorithm. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

In order to produce experimental result about the MIDAR 
technique we used two sets of ground truth data: R&E, a 
collection of known topologies provided by research and 
educational networks (CAnet , CENIC , GÉANT, I-Light , 
Internet2 , and NLR ), and Tier1, a known topology 
provided by a Tier-1 ISP. The most direct validation we 
can do is test whether MIDAR[7] and a validation set agree 
on the classification of alias pairs. 
 

 Upper Bound Lower Bound 
 FP α PF Α 
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MIDAR 
MBT 327 0.000000

7 - - 

RadarGun 
1 325 0.000000

6 265 0.000000
5 

RadarGun 
10 25234 0.000048 22994 0.000041

1 
RadarGun 

100 1474877 0.0018 558188 0.0011 

TABLE I. comparison of RadarGun and MIDAR 
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Fig. 4.MIDAR Graph 

Here we compared the results of RadarGun and MIDAR 
technique where there is less false rate MIDAR results.  

Ground 
Truth 

Tools and 
threshold 

Testable 
aliases FP 

TIER 1 

MIDAR MBT 62801 5 
RadarGun 1 62871 0 

RadarGun 10 62871 5 
RadarGun 100 62871 73 

TABLE II. comparison of False positive rate in 
RadarGun and MIDAR. 

Ground 
Truth 

Tools and 
threshold 

Testable 
aliases FP 

R&E 

MIDAR MBT 2513 0 
RadarGun 1 2307 2 

RadarGun 10 2307 4 
RadarGun 100 2307 11 

TABLE III. comparison of alias pair in RadarGun and 
MIDAR 

V. CONCLUSION 

MIDAR generates a unique tag that will authenticate the 
client inside the network and easily identify and eliminate 
the available aliases. The monotonic tag that created for a 
client is fixed for that particular IP address and whenever 
the request is forwarded by that client the server will check 
for the registered client IP and the generated tag and further 
the request will be processed by the server. The main 
objective of this monotonic tag is to attain the monotonicity 

whereas all the existing alias resolution techniques has 
proximity.  Since the tag is unique it is easy to avow the is 
trace route of the network. Though this MIDAR technique 
is better than the Ally and RadarGun there are some 
resolving disagreements are there in this technique and that 
creates a challenge. 
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